Generating verification codes includes selecting at least two verification code generators from a verification code generator set comprising a plurality of verification code generators to compose a current use set, executing each verification code generator in the current use set to obtain corresponding partial verification codes, composing a current verification code from the partial verification codes, outputting the current verification code to a user, receiving a user response that is made in response to the current verification code, and comparing the current verification code and the user response to determine whether the user is verified.
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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR GENERATING VERIFICATION CODES

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present application relates to a method and system for generating verification codes.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

While the Internet provides people with convenience, the Internet has also brought various risks. Some malicious users employ bots to improperly use Internet resources on a large scale. For example, some malicious users use automatic registering tools to batch generate website accounts, inject meaningless characters, submit garbage data to servers, etc. Some malicious users waste server resources and affect the normal use of legitimate users. Also some malicious users continually access servers in an attempt to figure out the account passwords of legitimate users, thus these malicious users threaten the privacy and interests of legitimate users. Therefore, servers typically deploy techniques that can automatically distinguish between legitimate and malicious users and thereby reduce the risk of malicious use.

Verification codes are used to differentiate between legitimate and malicious users. Various methods for generating verification codes exist, such as verification by ASCII characters, questions and answers, and speech. Verification codes are generated by selecting the use of one of these types of methods on a server. However, with optical character recognition technology, automatic answering technology, and speech recognition technology, programs can increasingly submit correct verification codes automatically, and blocking malicious users has been increasingly difficult.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Various embodiments of the invention are disclosed in the following detailed description and the accompanying drawings.

FIG. 1 is a flowchart of an embodiment of a process for generating verification codes.

FIG. 2 is a flowchart of another embodiment of a process for generating verification codes.

FIG. 3 is an illustration of an example of a partial verification code generated by a mixed-character verification code generator.

FIG. 4 is an illustration of an example of a partial verification code generated by a question-and-answer verification code generator.

FIG. 5 is an illustration of an example of a partial verification code generated by a picture-based verification code generator.

FIG. 6 is an illustration of an example of a current verification code.

FIG. 7A is a logical structure diagram of an embodiment of a device for generating verification codes.

FIG. 7B is a logical structure diagram of an embodiment of a current use set module.

FIG. 7C is a logical structure diagram of an example of a verification code generator set.

FIG. 8 is a diagram of an embodiment of a system for generating verification codes.

FIG. 9 is a functional diagram illustrating an embodiment of a programmed computer system for generating verification codes.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The invention can be implemented in numerous ways, including as a process; an apparatus; a system; a composition of matter; a computer program product embodied on a computer readable storage medium; and/or a processor, such as a processor configured to execute instructions stored on and/or provided by a memory coupled to the processor. In this specification, these implementations, or any other form that the invention may take, may be referred to as techniques. In general, the order of the steps of disclosed processes may be altered within the scope of the invention. Unless stated otherwise, a component such as a processor or a memory described as being configured to perform a task may be implemented as a general component that is temporarily configured to perform the task at a given time or a specific component that is manufactured to perform the task. As used herein, the term ‘processor’ refers to one or more devices, circuits, and/or processing cores configured to process data, such as computer program instructions.

A detailed description of one or more embodiments of the invention is provided below along with accompanying figures that illustrate the principles of the invention. The invention is described in connection with such embodiments, but the invention is not limited to any embodiment. The scope of the invention is limited only by the claims and the invention encompasses numerous alternatives, modifications and equivalents. Numerous specific details are set forth in the following description in order to provide a thorough understanding of the invention. These details are provided for the purpose of example and the invention may be practiced according to the claims without some or all of these specific details. For the purpose of clarity, technical material that is known in the technical fields related to the invention has not been described in detail so that the invention is not unnecessarily obscured.

Conventionally, various kinds of verification code generators exist. For example, a digital verification code generator, ASCII character verification code generator, Chinese character verification code generator, question-and-answer verification code generator, or picture-based verification code generator respectively generates, based on their respective generation techniques, several numbers, several ASCII characters, several Chinese characters, a question, or an image. The user is to input the same numbers, the same ASCII characters, the same Chinese characters, or the same answer as the verification code checksum in order to pass verification. In another example, a speech verification code generator generates a segment of speech based on a specific technique and plays the segment of speech to the user. The user is to input characters based on the speech or the correct answer in order to pass verification. Various technologies are correspondingly employed to break these verification codes. For example, optical character recognition technology can recognize the numbers, the ASCII characters, and the Chinese
characters in the picture. Automatic answering technology can read questions based on recognized text and provide answers. A speech recognition technology or a combination of a speech recognition technology and an automatic answering technology can be used to break speech verification codes. In some embodiments, each verification code generator stores pairs of verification codes and corresponding verification code checksums, and randomly selects a pair when a request to provide a verification code is received. As described herein, verification code generator techniques can be divided into different verification modes (e.g., digital verification mode, ASCII character verification mode, Chinese character verification mode, speech verification mode, question-and-answer verification mode, picture-based verification mode, etc.) based on differences in the code-breaking technology to be performed.

Although all verification code generators use multiple measures to increase the difficulty of code-breaking, achieving a high code-breaking success rate against a specific verification code generator after targeted optimization of the code-breaking technique is possible. Such a code-breaking technique often is ineffective against another verification code generator even if the two verification code generators use the same verification mode. For example, code-breaking technique 1 has a success rate of 0.8 against verification code generator 1 and a success rate of 0.7 against verification code generator 2. If the verification code generator 1 and the verification code generator 2 are used in combination, then the success rate of code-breaking technique 1 drops to 0.56. Assuming that the success rate of code-breaking technique 2 against verification code generator 2 is 0.8, the highest achievable success rate drops to 0.64 in the event that code-breaking technique 1 is used in combination with code-breaking technique 2.

FIG. 1 is a flowchart of an embodiment of a process for generating verification codes. In some embodiments, the process 100 is implemented by a server 810 of FIG. 8 and comprises:

In some embodiments, the server or other computing equipment includes a verification code generator set which includes at least two verification code generators. In some embodiments, a verification code generator is included in an executable program. In some embodiments, a code or an identifier is used to represent a corresponding verification code generator within a verification code generator set. In some embodiments, various verification code generators are incorporated into the set, including verification code generators of the same verification mode and different techniques, and verification code generators that use different verification modes. As verification technology develops, new verification code generators can be incorporated into the verification code generator set as the new verification code generators appear. Of course, a verification code generator set can include verification code generators selected based on verification code class and attribute requirements.

In some embodiments, the verification code class refers to whether the desired verification code is a numerical verification code, a text-based verification code, a character-based verification code, or some other type of verification code. When each class of verification code is generated, certain attribute requirements for forming the class of the verification code can be specified. Examples of attribute requirements include: the verification code corresponds to a 4-digit number, the verification code includes only digits between 3 and 9, the verification code requires positions of the randomly generated characters to be shifted, etc. Based on the verification code class and the attribute requirements, various expressions and values for a specific verification code class can be generated, e.g., 3456 3457 5698.

In 110, the server selects at least two verification code generators from a verification code generator set to compose a current use set.

The manner in which verification code generators are selected from the verification code generator set is not restricted. In some embodiments, a screening technique or a way of specifying a screening technique is employed based on specific security needs on the server, user preferences, or other such factors. For example, in a low risk setting where a low level of security is needed, a low number (e.g., two) of verification generators is used in a low security screening technique. In a high risk setting, a large number (e.g., four or more) of verification generators is used in a high security screening technique. As used herein, a screening technique specifies which verification code generators are selected and in what order. In other words, the screening technique specifies a sequence of verification code generators.

The verification code generation process is based on a combination of various verification code generators. In a low risk setting, a simple verification code can be generated. For example, when the verification code is generated, the verification code is 4 digits with each digit having a value between 3 and 9, so the user is shown a verification code such as, for example, 3467. In a high risk setting, to verify that the user is not a bot, a combination of verification code generators can be used (e.g., the verification code is generated based on a combination of multiple partial verification codes). Using the combination of multiple partial verification codes, machine learning is more difficult because a single verification code class is not used but instead a combination of various verification code classes is used. For example, two verification code classes such numbers plus Chinese characters can be used. For example, the user will be shown a verification code like 3456 中文，where 中文 corresponds to “Chinese” in Chinese characters.

For example, one can randomly select M (M being a natural number greater than or equal to 2 and less than or equal to N) verification code generators from a set including N (N being a natural number greater than or equal to 2) verification code generators and, based on the order in which the verification code generators appear in the set, organize the screening techniques of the current use set. In this way, the current use set will have C (N, M) possibilities

$$\binom{N}{M} \frac{N(N-1) \ldots (N-M+1)}{M(M-1) \ldots 1}$$

combinations. If M verification code generators are randomly selected, and the screening techniques of the current use set are organized based on their order of selection, then the current use sequence is to have P (N, M) possibilities (N (N-1) (N-2) \ldots (N-M+1) permutations). Under these circumstances, the current use set is to actually indicate a verification generator series.

In another example, assume that a verification code generator set includes seven verification code generators, three of the verification code generators use an ASCII character verification mode, two of the verification code genera-
tors use a speech verification mode, and two of the verification code generators use a question-and-answer verification mode. Any two verification modes can be selected. From each verification mode, any verification code generator can be selected to compose the current use set. Alternatively, one verification code generator can be selected from each of the three verification modes and then randomly sequenced to compose the current use set.

The above two examples can be regarded as situations in which fixed screening techniques are utilized. In some embodiments, varying screening techniques can be used to generate the current use set. For example, the process 100 rotates through any two, any three, or any four verification code generators. The current use set is to include two, three or four verification code generators, and the number of verification code generators included each time differs from the previous time.

In one implementation, one or more screening techniques are first pre-established. When verification code generators are selected for the current use set, one screening technique is specified from among the one or more pre-established screening techniques. At least two verification code generators are selected from the verification code generator set based on a specified screening technique. In the one implementation, any screening technique can be pre-established. No restriction is imposed on the specifying of one of the screening techniques to generate the current use set.

For example, one screening technique is randomly selected from among the one or more pre-established screening techniques, or more than one of the pre-established screening techniques are used in rotating fashion. In another example, for a client at the same address, a screening technique other than the previously used screening technique is selected.

In some embodiments, the screening technique that is used can be selected based on behavior records of a user. In cases where the pre-established techniques have different levels of complexity (e.g., some screening techniques are marked as high complexity), a technique of a certain complexity level can be selected based on the user's historical behavior records.

For example, the number of login failures of a user within a fixed time segment is recorded. In the event that the number of failures is 0 within the fixed time segment, a screening technique that combines two numerical verification code generators can be employed. In the event that the number of failures is 1 within the fixed time segment, a screening technique that combines one numerical verification code generator and one question-and-answer verification code generator can be used. In the event that the number of failures is greater than or equal to 2 within the fixed time segment, a screening technique that combines verification code generators of four verification modes can be used. In another example, in the event that a user is suspected of having used a bot to automatically log in, a screening technique of the highest level of complexity is used for the user.

An overly complex verification code can increase security, but can also cumber users with a certain degree of inconvenience. Estimating a user's subjective intentions based on the user's historical behavior records and applying a verification code with the corresponding degree of complexity can achieve a better balance between security and user convenience.

Please note that, in the present embodiment, the current use set can be a set of currently used verification code generators. The current use set can also be a sequence of verification code generators in current use. In other words, the current use set can be unrelated to the order of elements, or the current use set can be related to the order of elements.

In 120, the server runs each verification code generator in the current use set to obtain a corresponding partial verification code.

After the current use set has been generated, each verification code generator in the current use set can be separately run. Each verification code generator generates a partial verification code corresponding to the generator's own technique. At the same time, each verification code generator also generates a corresponding partial verification code checksum, whose value corresponds to a correct output of the verification code generator. For example, for an ASCII verification code generator that outputs an ASCII value as the verification code, the partial verification code checksum is the value being output; for a question-and-answer verification generator that outputs a question as the verification code, the partial verification code checksum is the expected answer in response to the question; for a picture-based verification code generator that outputs an image as the verification code, the partial verification code checksum is the value shown in the image that is output. Other partial verification code checksums can be used for various types of verification code generators. The checksum has a corresponding image verification code or other types of verification codes, and is compared with what the user enters.

In 130, the server composes a current verification code from the partial verification codes.

In some embodiments, the partial verification codes generated by each verification code generator in the current use set are combined, and the combined result of the partial verification codes forms the current verification code. In some embodiments, the partial verification code checksums generated by each verification code generator are combined, and the combined result of the partial verification code checksums forms a current verification code checksum. The verification code and the corresponding verification code checksum can be combined in the same order to be able to correctly use the checksum to check whether the client has passed verification.

In some embodiments, in the event that the current use set is associated with the order of the elements, the sequence of the verification code generators in the current use set serves as a basis for combining the corresponding partial verification codes into the current verification code. Similarly, the corresponding verification code checksums are combined based on their sequence into the current verification code checksum.

In some embodiments, the fact that at least two types of verification code generators are simultaneously applied and typically the verification code generators in use are continually changing means that malicious users not only need to know how many verification code generators exist, but also how many combinations or sequences of these verification code generators exist. Even if the malicious users master these verification code generators, the malicious users would still find performing targeted optimization of the code-breaking techniques extremely difficult. The malicious users would have to spend a very long time on code-breaking, which
would make achieving an acceptable success rate for code-breaking difficult for the malicious users.

[0042] Assume that the mean time spent to break a single verification code generator code is 10 ms (milliseconds) and the code-breaking success rate is 80%. If one verification code generator set includes ten verification code generators, and at the most four of these verification code generators are selected each time to make combinations of techniques, the current use set may give rise to 10,000 possibilities. The mean time spent on code-breaking would be $(10 	imes 4 \times 10,000) = 40$ ms to 400 s (seconds). The code-breaking success rate would be $0.8 \times 0.8 \times 0.8 = 0.4$. Such a code-breaking speed and success rate are very unattractive to code-breakers and may prevent the code-breakers from making code-breaking attempts.

[0043] FIG. 2 is a flowchart of another embodiment of a process for generating verification codes. In some embodiments, the process 200 is implemented by a server 810 of FIG. 8 and comprises:

[0044] In 210, the server generates a verification code generator set and a screening technique set.

[0045] For example, a numerical verification code generator Number 1, a numerical verification code generator Number 2, a mixed ASCII character verification code generator, a Chinese verification code generator, a question-and-answer verification code generator, and a picture-based verification code generator are combined to form a verification code generator set. The numbers 1 through 6 are used to sequentially represent the corresponding verification code generators. Verification code generators numbered 1 through 4 use an ASCII character verification mode, the verification code generator number 5 uses a question-and-answer verification mode, and the verification code generator number 6 uses a picture-based verification mode. In the event that a new verification code generator is to be used, the new verification code generator can be added to the verification code generator set and incrementally numbered accordingly.

[0046] The following three screening techniques can be incorporated into the screening technique set:

[0047] A. Select two verification code generators.

[0048] B. Select three verification code generators that use at least two verification modes.

[0049] C. Select the numerical verification code generator Number 1 and an ASCII character verification code generator.

[0050] When adopting a new screening technique, the new screening technique can be added to the set.

[0051] In 220, the server randomly selects one screening technique from the screening technique set. The selected screening technique is used to select at least two verification code generators from the verification code generator set and form the current use set based on the at least two selected verification code generators.

[0052] In 230, the server runs each verification code generator in the current use set to obtain a corresponding partial verification code and a partial verification code checksum.

[0053] In 240, the server combines the partial verification codes to form a current verification code. In a corresponding manner, the server combines the partial verification code checksums to form a current verification code checksum.

[0054] For example, in operation 220, assume that the selected screening technique is B. The current use set that is generated in accordance with screening technique B corresponds to a mixed-character ASCII verification code generator, a question-and-answer verification code generator, and a picture-based verification code generator.

[0055] FIG. 3 is an illustration of an example of a partial verification code generated by a mixed-character verification code generator. In operation 230 of FIG. 2, the example of the partial verification code generated by the mixed-character verification code generator is shown in FIG. 3, and a corresponding partial verification code checksum is “100E.” FIG. 4 is an illustration of an example of a partial verification code generated by a question-and-answer verification code generator. The question being output is “What Day Is Today?” The example of the partial verification code generated by the question-and-answer verification code generator is shown in FIG. 4, and a corresponding partial verification code checksum is “303.”

[0056] FIG. 5 is an illustration of an example of a partial verification code generated by a picture-based verification code generator. The example of the partial verification code generated by the picture-based verification code generator is shown in FIG. 5, and a corresponding partial verification code checksum is “303.”

[0057] After the current verification code is generated, the server outputs the current verification code to the client. The server received user input sent back by the client and compares the user input with the current verification code checksum. If the user input and the current verification code checksum match, then the user passes verification.

[0058] FIG. 7A is a logical structure diagram of an embodiment of a device for generating verification codes. In some embodiments, the device 700 implements the process 100 of FIG. 1 or the process 200 of FIG. 2 and comprises: a current use set module 710, a generator running module 720, and a verification code generating module 730.

[0059] In some embodiments, the current use set module 710 selects at least two verification code generators from a verification code generator set and combines the at least two verification code generators to form a current use set.

[0060] In some embodiments, the generator running module 720 runs each verification code generator in the current use set to obtain corresponding partial verification codes.

[0061] In some embodiments, the verification code generating module 730 combines the partial verification codes to form a current verification code.

[0062] FIG. 7B is a logical structure diagram of an embodiment of a current use set module. In some embodiments, the current use set module 7100 is an implementation of the current use set module 710 of FIG. 7A and comprises: a technique specifying module 7110 and a generator selecting module 7120.

[0063] In some embodiments, the technique specifying module 7110 specifies a screening technique from pre-established screening techniques.

[0064] In some embodiments, the generator selecting module 7120 selects at least two verification code generators from the verification code generator set based on the specified screening technique.

[0065] In some embodiments, the pre-established screening techniques have different complexity levels.

[0066] In some embodiments, the current use set module 7100 further comprises a screening technique module 7130.
In some embodiments, the screening technique module 7130 selects techniques of certain complexity levels based on a user's historical behavior records. In some embodiments, the current use set module 7100 further comprises a technique specifying module 7140. In some embodiments, the technique specifying module 7140 randomly selects a screening technique from the pre-established screening techniques.

Referring back to FIG. 7A, in some embodiments, the verification code generating module 730 composes a current verification code from partial verification codes corresponding to a sequence of verification code generators in the current use set.

In some embodiments, the device 700 further comprises: a checksum generating module 740.

In some embodiments, the checksum generating module 740 composes a current verification code checksum from the partial verification code checksums generated by each verification code generator in the current use set.

FIG. 7C is a logical structure diagram of an example of a verification code generator set. In some embodiments, the verification code generator set comprises: a numerical verification code generator, a mixed ASCII character verification code generator, a Chinese verification code generator, a question-and-answer verification code generator, and a picture-based verification code generator.

From the above description, a conventional single verification code generator generates a verification code for each use. On the other hand, the embodiments of the present application simultaneously use two or more verification code generators to generate verification codes and typically change the verification code generator with each use. Thus, not only does the time required for code-breaking increase, but also code-breaking success rate is reduced and network security is increased.

The embodiments of the present application also provide a verification code generation device that corresponds to the implementation of the process flow described above. This device can be implemented through software, or the device can be implemented through hardware or a combination of software and hardware.

FIG. 8 is a diagram of an embodiment of a system for generating verification codes. In some embodiments, the system 800 includes a server 810 connected to a client 820 via a network 830.

In some embodiments, the server 810 selects at least two verification code generators from a verification code generator set to compose a current use set, operates each verification code generator in the current use set to obtain corresponding partial verification codes, and composes a current verification code from the partial verification codes.

The client 820 provides user input that is to be validated against a verification code checksum generated by the at least two verification code generators.

FIG. 9 is a functional diagram illustrating an embodiment of a programmed computer system for generating verification codes. As will be apparent, other computer system architectures and configurations can be used to generate verification codes. Computer system 900, which includes various subsystems as described below, includes at least one microprocessor subsystem (also referred to as a processor or a central processing unit (CPU)) 902. For example, processor 902 can be implemented by a single-chip processor or by multiple processors. In some embodiments, processor 902 is a general purpose digital processor that controls the operation of the computer system 900. Using instructions retrieved from memory 910, the processor 902 controls the reception and manipulation of input data, and the output and display of data on output devices (e.g., display 918).

Processor 902 is coupled bi-directionally with memory 910, which can include a first primary storage, typically a random access memory (RAM), and a second primary storage area, typically a read-only memory (ROM). As is well known in the art, primary storage can be used as a general storage area and as scratch-pad memory, and can also be used to store input data and processed data. Primary storage can also store programming instructions and data, in the form of data objects and text objects, in addition to other data and instructions for processes operating on processor 902. Also as is well known in the art, primary storage typically includes basic operating instructions, program code, data, and objects used by the processor 902 to perform its functions (e.g., programmed instructions). For example, memory 910 can include any suitable computer-readable storage media, described below, depending on whether, for example, data access needs to be bi-directional or uni-directional. For example, processor 902 can also directly and very rapidly retrieve and store frequently needed data in a cache memory (not shown).

A removable mass storage device 912 provides additional data storage capacity for the computer system 900, and is coupled either bi-directionally (read/write) or uni-directionally (read only) to processor 902. For example, storage 912 can also include computer-readable media such as magnetic tape, flash memory, PC-CARDS, portable mass storage devices, holographic storage devices, and other storage devices. A fixed mass storage 920 can also, for example, provide additional data storage capacity. The most common example of mass storage 920 is a hard disk drive. Mass storages 912, 920 generally store additional programming instructions, data, and the like that typically are not in active use by the processor 902. It will be appreciated that the information retained within mass storages 912 and 920 can be incorporated, if needed, in standard fashion as part of memory 910 (e.g., RAM) as virtual memory.

In addition to providing processor 902 access to storage subsystems, bus 914 can also be used to provide access to other subsystems and devices. As shown, these can include a display monitor 918, a network interface 916, a keyboard 904, and a pointing device 906, as well as an auxiliary input/output device interface, a sound card, speakers, and other subsystems as needed. For example, the pointing device 906 can be a mouse, stylus, track ball, or tablet, and is useful for interacting with a graphical user interface.

The network interface 916 allows processor 902 to be coupled to another computer, computer network, or telecommunications network using a network connection as shown. For example, through the network interface 916, the processor 902 can receive information (e.g., data objects or program instructions) from another network or output information to another network in the course of performing method/process steps. Information, often represented as a sequence of instructions to be executed on a processor, can be received from and outputted to another network. An interface card or similar device and appropriate software implemented by (e.g., executed/performing on) processor 902 can be used to connect the computer system 900 to an external network and...
transfer data according to standard protocols. For example, various process embodiments disclosed herein can be executed on processor 902, or can be performed across a network such as the Internet, intranet networks, or local area networks, in conjunction with a remote processor that shares a portion of the processing. Additional mass storage devices (not shown) can also be connected to processor 902 through network interface 916.

An auxiliary I/O device interface (not shown) can be used in conjunction with computer system 900. The auxiliary I/O device interface can include general and customized interfaces that allow the processor 902 to send and, more typically, receive data from other devices such as microphones, touch-sensitive displays, transducer card readers, tape readers, voice or handwriting recognizers, biometrics readers, cameras, portable mass storage devices, and other computers.

The computer system shown in FIG. 9 is but an example of a computer system suitable for use with the various embodiments disclosed herein. Other computer systems suitable for such use can include additional or fewer subsystems. In addition, bus 914 is illustrative of any interconnection scheme serving to link the subsystems. Other computer architectures having different configurations of subsystems can also be utilized.

The modules described above can be implemented as software components executing on one or more general purpose processors, as hardware such as programmable logic devices and/or Application Specific Integrated Circuits designed to perform certain functions or a combination thereof. In some embodiments, the modules can be embodied by a form of software products which can be stored in a nonvolatile storage medium (such as optical disk, flash storage device, mobile hard disk, etc.), including a number of instructions for making a computer device (such as personal computers, servers, network equipment, etc.) implement the methods described in the embodiments of the present invention. The modules may be implemented on a single device or distributed across multiple devices. The functions of the modules may be merged into one another or further split into multiple sub-modules.

The methods or algorithmic steps described in light of the embodiments disclosed herein can be implemented using hardware, processor-executed software modules, or combinations of both. Software modules can be installed in random-access memory (RAM), memory, read-only memory (ROM), electrically programmable ROM, electrically erasable programmable ROM, registers, hard drives, removable disks, CD-ROM, or any other forms of storage media known in the technical field.

Although the foregoing embodiments have been described in some detail for purposes of clarity of understanding, the invention is not limited to the details provided. There are many alternative ways of implementing the invention. The disclosed embodiments are illustrative and not restrictive.

What is claimed is:
1. A method, comprising:
selecting at least two verification code generators from a verification code generator set comprising a plurality of verification code generators to compose a current use set;
executing each verification code generator in the current use set to obtain corresponding partial verification codes;
composing a current verification code from the partial verification codes;
outputting the current verification code to a user;
receiving a user response that is made in response to the current verification code;
and
comparing the current verification code and the user response to determine whether the user is verified.

2. The method as described in claim 1, wherein the selecting of the at least two verification code generators from the verification code generator set comprises:
specifying a screening technique from a plurality of pre-established screening techniques, the plurality of screening techniques specifying a respective plurality of sequences of verification code generators; and
selecting the at least two verification code generators from the verification code generator set based on the specified screening technique.

3. The method as described in claim 2, wherein:
the pre-established screening techniques have varying levels of complexity; and
the specifying of the screening technique from the pre-established screening techniques includes: selecting the screening technique of a certain level of complexity based on historical behavior records of the user.

4. The method as described in claim 2, wherein the specifying of the screening technique from the pre-established screening techniques comprises: randomly selecting the screening technique from the pre-established screening techniques.

5. The method as described in claim 1, wherein the composing of the current verification code from the partial verification codes comprises: composing the current verification code from the partial verification codes corresponding to a sequence of the at least two verification code generators in the current use set.

6. The method as described in claim 1, further comprising:
composing a current verification code checksum from partial verification code checksums generated by each verification code generator in the current use set.

7. The method as described in claim 1, wherein at least two verification modes are used by the selected at least two verification code generators in the current use set.

8. A system, comprising:
at least one processor configured to:
select at least two verification code generators from a verification code generator set comprising a plurality of verification code generators to compose a current use set;
execute each verification code generator in the current use set to obtain corresponding partial verification codes;
compose a current verification code from the partial verification codes;
output the current verification code to a user;
receive a user response that is made in response to the current verification code; and
compare the current verification code and the user response to determine whether the user is verified; and
a memory coupled to the at least one processor and configured to provide the at least one processor with instructions.
9. The system as described in claim 8, wherein the selecting of the at least two verification code generators from the verification code generator set comprises to:
    specifying a screening technique from a plurality of pre-established screening techniques, the plurality of screening techniques specifying a respective plurality of sequences of verification code generators; and
    selecting the at least two verification code generators from the verification code generator set based on the specified screening technique.
10. The system as described in claim 9, wherein:
    the pre-established screening techniques have varying levels of complexity; and
    the specifying of the screening technique from the pre-established screening techniques includes: selecting the screening technique of a certain level of complexity based on historical behavior records of the user.
11. The system as described in claim 9, wherein the specifying of the screening technique from the pre-established screening techniques comprises to: randomly select the screening technique from the pre-established screening techniques.
12. The system as described in claim 8, wherein the composing of the current verification code from the partial verification codes comprises to: compose the current verification code from the partial verification codes corresponding to a sequence of the at least two verification code generators in the current use set.
13. The system as described in claim 8, wherein the at least one processor is further configured to:
    compose a current verification code checksum from partial verification code checksums generated by each verification code generator in the current use set.
14. A computer program product being embodied in a tangible non-transitory computer readable storage medium and comprising computer instructions for:
    selecting at least two verification code generators from a verification code generator set comprising a plurality of verification code generators to compose a current use set;
    executing each verification code generator in the current use set to obtain corresponding partial verification codes;
    composing a current verification code from the partial verification codes;
    outputting the current verification code to a user;
    receiving a user response that is made in response to the current verification code; and
    comparing the current verification code and the user response to determine whether the user is verified.
15. The computer program product as described in claim 14, wherein the selecting of the at least two verification code generators from the verification code generator set comprises:
    specifying a screening technique from a plurality of pre-established screening techniques, the plurality of screening techniques specifying a respective plurality of sequences of verification code generators; and
    selecting the at least two verification code generators from the verification code generator set based on the specified screening technique.
16. The computer program product as described in claim 15, wherein:
    the pre-established screening techniques have varying levels of complexity; and
    the specifying of the screening technique from the pre-established screening techniques includes: selecting the screening technique of a certain level of complexity based on historical behavior records of the user.
17. The computer program product as described in claim 15, wherein the specifying of the screening technique from the pre-established screening techniques comprises: randomly selecting the screening technique from the pre-established screening techniques.
18. The computer program product as described in claim 14, wherein the composing of the current verification code from the partial verification codes comprises: composing the current verification code from the partial verification codes corresponding to a sequence of the at least two verification code generators in the current use set.
19. The computer program product as described in claim 14, further comprising: composing a current verification code checksum from partial verification code checksums generated by each verification code generator in the current use set.
20. The computer program product as described in claim 14, wherein at least two verification modes are used by the selected at least two verification code generators in the current use set.